Kuwait Section

Getting Closer to Industry

• The Board Members and the related Engineers working hand by hand with the Oil Sector in Kuwait and in other GCC Countries, to promote IEEE within these Entities by joining efforts to arrange seminars, Technical Meetings and Knowledge Cafes. In addition to that IEEE Kuwait Section Requesting some assistants to support the events Financially and Logistically.
• Also Requesting some in field training to the Future Engineers in Private and Governmental Universities.

Students and Young Professionals

• Kuwait Section EXCOM Members working with the Private Universities Faculty Members to arrange a joint Programs with Industry to help the college Future Engineers to Grab Job opportunities, and get the feeling of the work environment in different fields of studies and Job opportunities.
• Arranging with other GCC Countries to hold a Student Congress Event during the first half of year 2017, where Students from different Colleges and Universities in GCC to gather and share Social and Technical Activities among themselves.
• Kuwait Section provides full support to the Young Professional Affinity Group and Student Branches logistically and Financially.

Section Vitality

• The 9th IEEE GCC Conference and Exhibition to be held in Bahrain is a joint efforts between IEEE Gulf Country Sections, Steering and Organizing Committees working hard to continue the success of the last 8 Conference held in each GCC Country.
• Working with Industries, Universities and Governmental entities to Promote the Engineering Activities in the Country and in all GCC Countries.
• Sharing the Knowledge of Experts in the fields to update and refresh the information Engineers and Future Engineers gained in the colleges or in the work fields.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

• Communicating with Industry to sponsor some Future Engineers to participate in Conferences and Seminars locally in Kuwait and Abroad, The Result was Amazing and Kuwait Section shall continue the Process for the next Years Events.
• Trying to follow suit as IEEE Bahrain Section has Accomplished, in Official Formation of the Section and the Approval of the Council of Minister in Kingdom of Bahrain to Form Officially IEEE Bahrain Section. IEEE Kuwait Section shall exchange some supporting Documents to help in the Official Request to be applied by Kuwait Section to the concerned Governmental Entity in the State of Kuwait. The Status of IEEE Kuwait Section now is (Under the Umbrella of Kuwait Engineering Society).